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Despite a not really encouraging I Ching, C.G. Jung embarked a steamer heading for
Mombasa in October 1925. His companions were George Beckwith, a young and very
wealthy American who financed the expedition, and Peter Baynes who translated many
of Jung’s books. Only later Ruth Bailey – under mysterious circumstances – joined the
threesome.
For Jung this journey was a major breakthrough in his life. Barbara Hannah, in her Jung
biography, called his encounter with the Masai warrior “who had been waiting for [Jung]
for five thousand years,” and with the gigantic herds of animals on the Athi Plains,
grazing just as they have done “through hundreds of millions of years”, Jung’s two
enlightenments in Africa.
Returning from his expedition to Africa Jung suffered a huge cultural shock. He now
realized what the white man has done to this world. In a seminar he sadly stated,
“Wherever the white man went, there was hell for the other nations; one has to be outside
to understand. The white man is a very beast devouring the earth, the whole world
trembles at him” (Seminar on Dream Analysis, 1928-30, p. 337f).
On Jung Africa left a never waning yearning for the return to the archaic world, the
return to our soul.
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